JAPAN MUST FIGHT BRITAIN
A glance at this table is sufficient to show that European
and other foreign countries are not such good customers
as they were : the Dominions alone are better ones. In other
words, the British Overseas Dominions have not only close
political, but also close economic, ties with the Mother
Country.
It is but natural that England should wave an anti-
Japanese flag when she sees her possessions, not to mention
China, being devoured by Japan like mulberry leaves by a
silkworm.
The Japanese commercial advance from China to India,
Australia, New Zealand, and Africa has, then, come into
head-on collision with the British advance from Africa to
India, Australia, New Zealand, and China.
The result of the breakdown of the London Economic
Conference has been the consolidation of economic blocks.
The British Imperial block is in opposition to our Japanese-
Manchurian block. There is every prospect of a fierce
diplomatic struggle in which each party will strive to bring
into its own block any countries that remain outside it.
This struggle for the economic mastery very seriously
affects Japan's progress and expansion : for her it is a matter
of life and death : so also is it for England. Either Japan
must stop her natural expansion and the increase of national
strength that accompanies it, or England must voluntarily
make some sacrifice to her. This is the first point to be noted
if the gravity of the relative positions of Japan and England
is to be understood.
Clash over the question of population.
The economic circumstances of the two countries are,
then, incompatible, and therein lies the danger of a serious
collision in the near future. In the distant fixture, too, are
other weighty causes which enhance that danger, and which,
when combined with the economic causes, may lead to
war. This, too, should be borne in mind. These more remote
causes arise in connexion with the questions of Japan's
population and natural resources.
Manchukuo, now that it has been established as an
independent country, may serve to relieve Japan's excess of
population and shortage or lack of natural resources for
some ten or twenty years, but not for much longer. The

